#TR-G-36-P
trigger plate
$13.99
#TR-G-36-T
trigger
$13.99

Small trigger & plate........................................#TR-G-36-T & P

Our smallest trigger and plate. Wax cast steel, the trigger is .090” wide, and the slot is .082” wide. They assemble easily, after deburring the casting gate at the top of the trigger. The plate tapers from .440” at the front to .370” at the rear.
A round boss for a tang screw and pivot pin lugs are integral parts of the plate.
The plate may be cold bent for pistol use.
The trigger is made tall, to be shortened. File it to clear your lock’s sear.
#TR-G-36-T
trigger, small, wax cast steel 
$13.99
#TR-G-36-P
trigger plate, small, slotted
$13.99

#TR-FG-1-P
trigger plate
$6.99
#TR-FG-1-T
trigger
$6.99

Triggers & Trigger Plates

Isaac Haines trigger & plate .........................#TR-IH-(T & P)
The early Lancaster County makers were influenced by this master gunmaker. Our John Bivins’ trigger, at far right, also reflects his style. This trigger has a wide face, curled tip, in early longrifle fashion. The trigger casting is .082” thick, and the plate has a .094” slot, allowing instant assembly with little or no filing. We recommend using a smooth screw as a pivot pin. Or, order this trigger assembled and pinned. Thicker at the front, the trigger plate will accept a tang screw. Use a wood screw at the rear. Malleable wax cast steel, you may bend this trigger plate to fit the profile of your stock, without fear of breakage.
#TR-IH-T
trigger only, wax cast steel
only $ 7.99
#TR-IH-P
trigger plate only, slotted
only $10.99

Isaac Haines trigger & plate .........................#TR-IH-(T & P)

This trigger and plate is assembled from steel wax castings. Plate tapers from .475” at the widest point, to .300” at rear, narrowing at front. The curled trigger is about .330” wide, with scroll back.
Not too high, this trigger allows a slim wrist, and is pre-inlet into our special fully pre-shaped and pre-inlet right and left Isaac Haines, Lancaster County longrifle stocks.
#TR-York-TP
York County trigger and plate assembly
only $19.99
#TR-IH-T
trigger
$7.99
#TR-IH-P
trigger plate
$10.99

Hawken Pistol trigger & plate......................#TR-HP-T & P
Wax cast steel trigger and plate, as shown in our Hawken pistol plans. The plate has a boss for a tang screw, and an acorn or pineapple finial at the front. Originally the finial would be lightly engraved. Use this trigger with our Hawken pistol triggerguard.
#TR-HP-T
trigger only, wax cast steel
only $10.99
#TR-HP-P
trigger plate, wax cast steel
only $12.99

John Bivins’ trigger & plate..........................#TR-Bivins-T & P

This fancy single trigger was made by the late John Bivins. This trigger was designed to be pinned to the wood, as found on plate served only as a “wear plate”. We have added a pivot point. However, we recommend that you cut a pivot hole high in the corner, and pin the trigger to the wood, for better leverage.
The trigger plate is thick at the front, to accept a tang screw. The trigger is .077” thick, and the slot is .079”, to assemble easily, after removing the casting gate.
This trigger is also available fully assembled, deburred, with pivot pin in place.
#TR-Bivins-T
Bivins’ trigger only, wax cast steel
only $ 6.99
#TR-Bivins-P
Bivins’ trigger plate, slotted
only $ 9.99
#TR-Bivins-TP
Bivins’ trigger assembled
only $19.99

Made in the U.S.A.
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York County trigger assembly......................#TR-York-TP

This trigger and plate assembly are assembled from steel from .475” at the widest point, to .300” at rear, narrowing about .330” wide, with scroll back.
Not too high, this trigger allows a slim wrist, and is pre-inlet into our special fully pre-shaped and pre-inlet right and left Isaac Haines, Lancaster County longrifle stocks.
#TR-York-TP
York County trigger and plate assembly
only $19.99

#TR-FG-1-P
Lehigh trigger plate, wax cast steel
$ 6.99
#TR-FG-1-T
Lehigh trigger, wax cast steel
$ 6.99

Trigger & plate for early longrifle or fowler:
Copied from an Lehigh Valley rifle. Trigger and trigger plate for an early longrifle or fowling gun. Wax cast steel.
#TR-FG-1-T
Lehigh trigger, wax cast steel
$ 6.99
#TR-FG-1-P
Lehigh trigger plate, wax cast steel
$ 6.99

©2012, Track of the Wolf, Inc.
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Hawken Pistol trigger & plate......................#TR-HP-T & P
Wax cast steel trigger and plate, as shown in our Hawken pistol plans. The plate has a boss for a tang screw, and an acorn or pineapple finial at the front. Originally the finial would be lightly engraved. Use this trigger with our Hawken pistol triggerguard.
#TR-HP-T
trigger only, wax cast steel
only $10.99
#TR-HP-P
trigger plate, wax cast steel
only $12.99

York County trigger assembly......................#TR-York-TP

This trigger and plate assembly are assembled from steel from .475” at the widest point, to .300” at rear, narrowing about .330” wide, with scroll back.
Not too high, this trigger allows a slim wrist, and is pre-inlet into our special fully pre-shaped and pre-inlet right and left Isaac Haines, Lancaster County longrifle stocks.
#TR-York-TP
York County trigger and plate assembly
only $19.99

#TR-Bivins-TP
Bivins’ trigger assembled
only $19.99

#TR-Bivins-T
Bivins’ trigger only, wax cast steel
only $ 6.99
#TR-Bivins-P
Bivins’ trigger plate, slotted
only $ 9.99
#TR-Bivins-TP
Bivins’ trigger assembled
only $19.99
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